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Abstract

This paper describes the official runs of our team for the CLEF 2004 question answering tasks. We
took part in the monolingual Dutch task and in the bilingual English to Dutch task.

1 Introduction

To address the question answering (QA) task one has to address a challengingrecall problem. As with all language
processing tasks, in QA we face a vocabulary gap — the phenomenon that the question and its answer(s) may be
phrased in different vocabularies. For QA the vocabulary gap can be especially challenging as systems have to
return highly relevant and focused text snippets as output, given very short questions as input. To address the recall
problem that QA confronts us with, we advocate amulti-streamarchitecture which implements multiple ways of
identifying candidate answers, complemented with elaborate filtering mechanisms to weed out incorrect candidate
answers. In 2003 we completed a first version of this architecture, of which we made good use for the QA tracks
both at CLEF [8] and at TREC [9]. For the 2004 edition of the QA@CLEF task we built on the same architecture.

This year, we took part in the monolingual Dutch task, and in the bilingual English to Dutch task. Our main
aim with our monolingual work was to extend and improve our QA system following an error analysis after the
2003 edition of the task. The bilingual English to Dutch task was new for us. Our main aim here was to evaluate
the applicability of our system in a cross-language setting, and to check whether correct results obtained by the
bilingual run are a subset of the monolingual one — or whether something can be gained by combining them.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the architecture of our QA system. Section 3
describes our official runs. In Section 4 we discuss the results we have obtained and give a preliminary analysis of
the performance of different components of the system. We conclude in Section 5.

2 System Description

Many QA systems share the following pipeline architecture. A question is first associated with aquestion type, out
of a predefined set such asDATE-OF-BIRTH or CURRENCY. Then a query is formulated based on the question, and
an information retrieval engine is used to identify a list of documents that are likely to contain the answer. Those
documents are sent to ananswer extractionmodule, which identifies candidate answers, ranks them, and selects
the final answer. On top of this basic architecture, numerous add-ons have been devised, ranging from logic-based
methods [10] to ones that rely heavily on the redundancy of information available on the World Wide Web [4].

In essence, our system architecture implements multiple copies of the standard architecture, each of which is
a complete standalone QA system that produces ranked answers, but not necessarily for all types of questions; the
overall system’s answer is then selected from the combined pool of candidates through a combination of merging
and filtering techniques. For a reasonably detailed discussion of our QA system architecture we refer to [8, 9]. A
general overview of the system is given in Figure 1. This year, we improved our question classifier by incorporating
Dutch WordNet to deal with questions such asWhich X. . . ?, whereX represents a person, animal, agent etc. This
year’s system contains 8 streams, organized in four groups, depending on the main data source from which they
try to answer questions. We now provide a brief description of these four groups.

Streams that Consult the Dutch CLEF Corpus. Four streams generate candidate answers from the Dutch CLEF
corpus:Lookup, Pattern Match, Ngrams, andTequesta. TheTable Lookupstream uses specialized knowledge bases
constructed by preprocessing the collection, exploiting the fact that certain information types (such as country
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Figure 1: Quartz-N: the University of Amsterdam’s Dutch Question Answering System.

capitals, abbreviations, and names of political leaders) tend to occur in the document collection in a small number
of fixed patterns. When a question type indicates that the question might potentially have an answer in these tables,
a lookup is performed in the appropriate knowledge base and answers which are found there are assigned high
confidence. For a detailed overview of this stream, see [7]. In addition to the knowledge bases used in CLEF 2003,
we built new ones (such as AWARDS and MEASUREMENTS, storing facts about winners of various prizes, and
information about dimensions of objects, respectively). Furthermore, we enriched our previous knowledge bases
with information extracted not with surface patterns but with syntactic patterns on top of a version of the Dutch
CLEF collection that was parsed using the Alpino parser, a wide coverage dependency parser for Dutch [1]. Earlier
experiments on the AQUAINT corpus had suggested that offline extraction using syntactic extraction patterns can
substantially improve recall [6].

TheDutch Tequestastream is a linguistically informed QA system for Dutch that implements the traditional
architecture outlined above. Amongst others, it uses a Part-of-Speech tagger (TNT [2] trained on theCorpus
Gesproken Nederlands[12]), a home-grown named entity tagger for Dutch, as well as proximity-based candidate
answer selection [11].

In thePattern Matchstream, zero or more regular expressions are generated for each question according to its
type and structure. These patterns indicate strings which contain the answer with high probability, and are then
matched against the entire document collection.

The Ngram stream, similar in spirit to [3], constructs a weighted list of queries for each question using a
shallow reformulation process, similar to the Pattern Match stream. These queries are fed to a retrieval engine
(we used our home-grownFlexIR, with theLnu.ltc weighting scheme), and the top retreived documents are used
for harvesting word ngrams. The ngrams were ranked according to the weight of the query that generated them,
their frequency, NE type, the proximity to the query keywords and more parameters; the top-ranking ngrams were
considered candidate answers. The output of this stream is piped to theJustificationmodule (see below).

As mentioned earlier, we aim at higher recall at the earlier stages, relying on various filtering mechanisms to
“clean” the results and achieve also high precision. Therefore, for both theNgramand thePattern Matchstreams,
we extended the generated regular expressions and queries, compared to our system at CLEF 2003 — sometimes
creating ungrammatical ones, but we assumed that the few results they would produce would be filtered out later.

Streams that Consult the Web. Quartz-N has two streams that attempt to locate answers on the web:Ngram
mining andPattern Match. For Web searches, we used Google, and ngrams were harvested from the snippets
provided by it. Pattern matching was done againstfull documents returned by Google.

Streams that Consult the English CLEF Corpus. One of the streams used by Quartz-N is the English language
version of our QA system, which consults the English CLEF corpus instead of the Dutch version (but which is
otherwise similar to the Dutch version). The answers found by Quartz-E are also piped to theJustificationmodule.

Streams that Use Other Resources.One of the new streams this year was the Wikipedia stream. Similarly to the
streams that consult the Web or the English document collection, this stream also uses an external corpus — the
Dutch Wikipedia (http://nl.wikipedia.org), an open-content encyclopedia in Dutch (and other languages).
However, since this corpus is much “cleaner” than news paper text, the stream operates in a different manner.
First, thefocusof the question is identified; this is usually the main named entity in the question. Then, this
entity’s encyclopedia entry is looked up; since Wikipedia is standardized to a large extent, this information has a
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template-like nature. Finally, using knowledge about the templates used in Wikipedia, information such as DATE-
OF-DEATH and FIRST-NAME can easily be extracted.

While each of the above streams is a “small” QA system in itself, many components are shared between the
streams, including anAnswer Justificationand aFiltering, Tiling and Type Checkingmodule, both of which we
will now describe.

Answer Justification. As some of our streams obtain candidate answersoutsidethe Dutch CLEF corpus, and
as answers need to be supported, orjustified, by a document in the Dutch CLEF corpus, we need to find justi-
fication for externally found candidate answers. To this end we construct a query with keywords from a given
question and candidate answer, and consider the top-ranking document for this query to be the justification, using
an Okapi model as this tends to do well on early high precision in our experience. Additionally, we use some
retrieval heuristics such as marking the answer as boolean terms in the query (requiring them to appear in retrieved
documents).

Filtering, Tiling, and Type Checking. A detailed error analysis carried out after the 2003 edition of QA@CLEF
revealed that the two most important sources of errors were answer selection and named entity recognition [8].
For this year’s task we used a new final answer selection module (similar to that described in [5]) with heuristic
candidate answer filtering and merging, and with stream voting. To compensate for named entity errors made
during answer extraction, our type checking module (see [13] for details) uses several geographical knowledge
bases to remove candidates of incorrect type for location questions.

3 Runs

We submitted two runs for the monolingual Dutch question answering task:uams041nlnl anduams042nlnl, and
one run for the bilingual English to Dutch task:uams041ennl. All runs return exact answers, and combine answers
from all streams. Theuams042nlnl run is identical touams041nlnl, with additional filtering and sanity checks
on the candidate answers before selecting the final answer. These checks included zero-count filters (assuming
that answers which do not appear as a phrase on the web are incorrect, and questions for which the focus does
not appear in the local collection have no answer), and type-checking for location questions [13]. Our bilingual
run included a simple translation of the questions from English to Dutch using a publicly-available interface of
Systran (http://www.systranet.com), and then using Quartz-N for for the translated questions.

4 Results and Discussion

The following table shows the evaluation results of our CLEF 2004 submissions. Beside the standardRight, Wrong,
Inexact, andUnsupportedmeasures, we also list various accuracy figures.

Overall Accuracy Accuracy NIL accuracy
Run Right Wrong Inexact Unsupported accuracy over F over D precision recall
uams041nlnl 88 98 10 4 44.00% 42.37% 56.52% 0.00 0.00
uams042nlnl 91 97 10 2 45.50% 45.20% 47.83% 0.56 0.25
uams041ennl 70 122 7 1 35.00% 31.07% 65.22% 0.00 0.00

The runuams042nlnl scored slightly better thanuams041nlnl. Interestingly, the gain is in the factoids only: the
runuams042nlnl actually scored worse on definitions thanuams041nlnl. Had we combineduams042nlnl’s an-
swers to factoids withuams041nlnl’s answers to definition question, we would have obtained on overall accuracy
of 46.5%. This suggests that factoids benefit from additional checks and filters (that work well on short candidate
answers), while definition questions benefit from a more lenient approach. Additionally, our filters prove useful
for detecting questions with no answers: 5 out of the 9 NIL answers returned (as part of the runuams042nlnl)
were correctly identified using the filters, while none were identified without them.

The overall accuracy of the bilingual runuams041ennl is less than that of the monolingual runs; this can
largely be attributed to the imperfect machine translation used. However, it is interesting to note that the correct
answers provided in this run are not a subset of the correct answers provided by the monolingual runs; while
44 questions (22%) were answered correctly byuams041nlnl and not byuams041ennl, there are 25 questions
(12.5%) that were answered correctly by the bilingual run and not the monolingual one.

To analyze the contribution of different answering streams to the performance of the whole system, we carried
out a number of experiments, disabling each stream individually and evaluating the resulting “smaller” systems
using the assessors’ judgements available for our official runs. TheLookupstream proved to be the most essential
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(the system answers 19 more questions with theLookupon), followed by theNgramsstreams (11 and 4, for the
Web and Collection Ngrams, respectively) and theCollection Pattern Matchstream (3 more answers). Moreover,
our final answer selection module makes use of the essential redundancy of the multi-stream architecture: 70% of
the correct answers come from two or more answering streams.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented our multi-stream question answering system and the runs it produced for CLEF 2004. Running in
parallel several subsystems that approach the QA task from different angles proved successful, as some approaches
seem better fit to answer certain types of questions than others. Our ongoing work on the system is focused on
additional filtering and type checking mechanisms, and on exploiting high-quality external resources such as the
CIA world fact book, Wikipedia, and WordNet.
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